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RE: Canada–United States Regulatory Cooperation Council


The Council on Safe Transportation of Hazardous Articles (COSTHA) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the significant efforts of the Government of Canada to address regulatory divergences between the United States and Canada. Our comments are limited to differences between Dangerous Goods transport regulations found in Transport Canada’s Dangerous Goods Transport Regulations (TDGR) and the United States Hazardous Materials Regulations (HMR). We note that both Canada and the United States are active participants at the United Nations Subcommittee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods (UNSCOE TDG), and COSTHA strongly encourages both governments continue to  strive for harmonization at the international level for all modes. However, we also understand the challenges with sharing regional requirements and exceptions on the international level. Therefore, our members believe expanding harmonious regulations between Canada and the United States is of benefit to industries in both countries.



Our comments address three (3) specific areas:

	Exemptions vs. Exceptions
	Competency-Based Training
	Dedicated Handling Devices for Safety Devices
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Exemptions vs. Exceptions

Transport Canada’s (TC) Transport of Dangerous Goods Regulations (TDGR) provides recognition of transport exemptions that are afforded companies by the United States Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA). TDGR 9.1(3) authorizes the transport of dangerous goods covered under a US DOT Special Permit (previously identified as an Exemption) in Canada. Such consignments are permitted to or through Canada from the United States:



9.1(3) A person who handles or transports dangerous goods by road vehicle in accordance with an exemption issued under Subpart B of Part 107 of 49 CFR may do so from a place in the United States to a place in Canada or from a place in the United States through Canada to a place outside Canada if the exemption number appears on the shipping document.



A similar reciprocal provision appears in 49 CFR, § 171.12(a)(1).

However, when US DOT special permits are incorporated into 49 CFR, they become regulatory text. If the previous special permit authorized lesser requirements for packaging, marking, labeling, or documentation, the new provisions are considered exceptions. Exceptions found in 49 CFR are not authorized for use to or through Canada as noted in the paragraph preceding 9.1(3):

9.1(2) Subsection (1) [authorizing the use of 49 CFR to and though Canada] does not apply to dangerous goods that

	are forbidden for transport by these Regulations;


	are not regulated by 49 CFR but are regulated by these Regulations;


	[not used]


	are given dangerous goods safety mark or packaging exceptions in 49 CFR that are not permitted by these Regulations.


Consider the following example:

Company A shipped limited quantities of DG in packages in excess of 30 kg under US DOT Special Permit 11458 for many years.  Such packages were authorized to be shipped into Canada per 9.1(3).  However, when PHMSA incorporated DOT-SP 11458 into the HMR, the provision was incorporated into 49 CFR, § 173.156(c) as a “packaging exception” for Limited Quantities.  Display packs of consumer products would be an example of such a package. As an exception in 49 CFR, the packages are not allowed to be shipped to Canada per 9.1(2) without first obtaining an Equivalency Certificate from Transport Canada.

Because the TDGR does not recognize 49 CFR exceptions that are not specifically listed in the TDGR, an industry practice that has been utilized safely and compliantly for many years now requires the application for and issuance of a Certificate of Equivalency. This situation may also be reversed. As Transport Canada incorporates Certificates of Equivalency into the TDGR, PHMSA may or may not capture these changes for incorporation into 49 CFR. COSTHA believes it is important for Transport
Canada to communicate with PHMSA (and vice-versa) when Certificates of Equivalency (and Special Permits) are incorporated into regulatory text, and each should consider reciprocal adoption.

Further, the lack of recognition of exceptions creates a significant challenge to cross-border shipments. Packages prepared under 49 CFR must be re-marked and labeled when shipped for distribution within Canada. COSTHA strongly recommends Transport Canada consider reviewing exceptions provided in 49 CFR for incorporation into the TDGR. We also believe it is important for PHMSA to consider exceptions provided in the TDGR for incorporation into 49 CFR, and will communicate that recommendation to PHMSA.



Competency-Based Training

Training is the foundation of safe dangerous goods transport. With the increased discussion on training brought about by ICAO’s competency based training guidance document, the issue of training has been thrust to the fore-front. COSTHA believes strongly that training is critical to industry. But training costs often account for the largest dangerous goods expense for a company. Because training costs are so high, many companies decide to utilize training resources internally. Such programs can be cost effective as they are able to focus specifically on the topics relevant to their operation. COSTHA agrees that general awareness must be required for everyone. However, companies that do not ship or handle radioactive materials or infectious substances should not be required to train on how to ship such  goods. Additionally, competency-based training is designed to test employees on their ability to ship dangerous goods through example. Work projects and real examples of situations that would be faced in the workplace are much more effective tools at judging competency than standard tests. We encourage Transport Canada to work with PHMSA to improve the awareness of training, including enforcement.  But we do not support the creation of standardized courses or tests as they impose undue burdens on industry without enhancing safety.



Dedicated Handling Devices for Safety Devices

In the automobile manufacturing industry, airbags and seatbelt pretensioners are standard equipment. As vehicle safety standards increase, more and more of these devices are being installed as standard equipment. Thus, the number of devices that are required in the manufacturing process is enormous. To limit the cost of packaging, the United Nations and the United States have adopted provisions for the use of dedicated handling devices to transport safety devices to and from safety device manufacturing facilities to automobile manufacturing facilities and related distribution locations. Such devices are required to be manufactured from high-strength plastic, metal or other suitable materials. These provisions are found in the UN Model Regulations under Packing Instruction P902 and under 49 CFR § 173.166(e)(4).

Transport Canada has not adopted the provisions and currently industry can only use this provision under the authority of Certificates of Equivalency. COSTHA requests Transport Canada consider incorporating these provisions that already recognized and approved for use by all modes internationally.


COSTHA strongly supports the efforts of Transport Canada to improve the requirements of the TDGR including harmonizing with 49 CFR or other international standards where appropriate. We believe the issues identified above create confusion and undue burdens to industry and are not necessarily safer today, and request that Transport Canada consider these issues in the context of the Canada-US Regulatory Cooperation Council.



Sincerely,
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Tom Ferguson
Sr. Technical Consultant
Council on Safe Transportation of Hazardous Articles

